BOOKS, PODCASTS, & MOVIES OH MY!

DIB Team recommendation for what to read, watch, or listen on diversity, inclusion & belonging

**BOOKS**

How to Fight Racism: Courageous Christianity and the Journey Toward Racial Justice by Jemar Tisby - Xavier

The Conversation by Robert Livingston - Neel

The Ocean in the School: Pacific Islander Students Transforming their University by Rick Bonus - Alika

The Office of Historical Corrections: A Novella and Stories by Danielle Evans - Lara

**MOVIES & DOCUMENTARIES**

Promising Young Woman: Movie - Alika

Ugly Delicious: Netflix - cross-cultural hunt for the world's best grub - Hana

Lupin: Netflix - Lara

**PODCASTS**

Code Switch: NPR - fearless conversations about race - Xavier

LeVar Burton Reads - Hana

Deep Pacific - Alika